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FIBER LOUNGE CHAIR

"One of the most difficult and noble disciplines of design is to create
simple, well-functioning and almost ordinary objects that nevertheless
have a strong identity. We designed the Fiber Lounge Chair to do just that
through a clear and sculptural language that refuses to compromise on
comfort, embracing the body of its user. With a light and almost hovering
appearance, the design joins soft, friendly curves with an innovative wood
fiber composite, giving the Fiber Lounge Chair a unique expression and
inviting seat." — Iskos-Berlin
MATERIALS

Up to 25% wood fibers, 70% PP (polypropylene) and
5% colored PP (polypropylene). Upholstered with
textile or leather. Wood base is made from solid PU
lacquered, oak wood. Steel tube base is CNC-bent

THE LATEST MEMBER OF THE FIBER CHAIR FAMILY:
THE FIBER LOUNGE CHAIR
Adding a new chapter to the iconic Fiber Chair family is the Fiber Lounge
Chair—a design with a lightly hovering appearance and extensive comfort that
invites the user in for a relaxed and embracing seat.

and powder coated.
COLORS

Remix 133 / Grey base —Steelcut Trio 236 / Black
base — Divina 154 / Black base — Cognac Silk
leather / Black base.
DIMENSIONS

H: 74,4 cm / 29.3” — W: 60 cm / 23.6” — D: 69 cm / 27.2”
PRICE

Fiber Lounge Chair Tube Base from € 399 / £ 359 /
USD 499 / DKK 2.395 / SEK 3.895 / NOK 3.795 /
CAD 649

The design has a low center of gravity that lends it a refined and elegant
appearance, combined with its form that has been ergonomically fitted to
embrace the body of the user. The Fiber Lounge Chair is the ideal addition
to any living room area as well as hallways, corners and open-plan spaces,
infusing the setting with sentiments of comfort and modern Scandinavian
design while taking up only little space in the room.
With its open and soft curves, the Fiber Lounge Chair works well in spaces
that serve the purpose of socializing, whether it be private homes, workspaces,
lobbies or co-working areas.
The design comes with various in-stock upholsteries, complemented by the
vast selection of made-to-order options that allow for customization to any
home or professional project.

Fiber Lounge Chair Wood Base from € 549 / £ 495
/ USD 685 / DKK 3.195 / SEK 5.195 / NOK 5.049 /
CAD 889
PRESS

Images, prices, product factsheets and designer
biographies are available for download on our website:
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ISKOS-BERLIN ON THE DESIGN
“One of the most difficult and noble disciplines of design is to create simple,
well-functioning and almost ordinary objects that nevertheless have a strong
identity. We designed the Fiber Lounge Chair to do just that through a clear
and sculptural language that refuses to compromise on comfort, embracing the
body of its user. With a light and almost hovering appearance, the design joins
soft, friendly curves with an innovative wood fiber composite, giving the Fiber
Lounge Chair a unique expression and inviting seat.”
ABOUT ISKOS-BERLIN
Iskos-Berlin is a Copenhagen-based design duo that has made waves
within furniture, industrial and graphic design. The studio, formerly known as
Komplot Design, has collaborated with some of the world’s most prestigious
manufacturers and their furniture, lighting, and other design products, are
exhibited at numerous design museums around the world, including MoMA
and the Danish Design Museum.
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ABOUT MUUTO
Muuto is rooted in the Scandinavian design tradition characterized by
enduring aesthetics, functionality, craftsmanship and an honest expression.
By expanding this heritage with forward-looking materials, techniques and
bold creative thinking, our ambition is to deliver new perspectives on
Scandinavian design.

